PV WATER DROUGHT RESPONSE 2015

Despite Historic Drought Conditions the Agency
Continues to Increase Water Supplies
Even under unprecedented drought conditions local coastal agriculture is continuing with the help of water deliveries from
the agency’s Recycled Water Facility (RWF) and Coastal Distribution System (CDS). Since 2002 PV Water has delivered
over 25,570 acre feet of supplemental water to coastal growers in support of the local economy and the mission of reducing
sea water intrusion.
PV Water has recently received several grants made
available by the Governor’s emergency drought response
efforts, and is pursuing long-term, low interest loans.
This funding will allow the agency to implement projects
identified in our Basin Management Plan Update that
were not planned to be constructed for several years.
Early implementation of these projects will improve
basin conditions sooner and result in cost savings to rate
payers – both are huge benefits to our economy and
groundwater resources.
There are three grant funded projects underway, they
include:

Location of proposed 1.5 million gallon storage tank at the Recycled
Water Facility on Beach Road

1. Recycled Water Facility Storage Tanks Project
The initial phase of this project includes a new 1.5
million gallon storage tank to allow night time
production and storage of recycled water for day time
irrigation use. Construction of this storage will allow
increased recycled water production which creates
new water supply for the basin, and reduces discharge
of wastewater into the National Marine Sanctuary.
This project is partly funded by a $900,000 Drought
Emergency Grant under Proposition 84. The
remainder will be funded with a low interest (1%)
State Revolving Fund (SRF) drought emergency loan.
This project will produce 750 acre feet/year of
additional supply that will help maintain our highly
reliable water deliveries and be used for the K1 project
described below.
2. Blend Well Pipeline
Two wells located near the Recycled Water Facility
provide blend water to reduce salts in the recycled
water supply, improving its quality for irrigation of
salt sensitive crops. Re-plumbing these wells into
the existing CDS will improve delivered water
quality uniformity from the north end of the
system near Sunset Beach to the southern end near
Elkhorn Slough.

Blend well pipeline located north of the Recycled Water Facility near
Beach Road

Overview of water supply facilities, including the proposed alignment of the K1 pipeline (and if the text fits on one line add) along Bluff and Jensen
Roads in North Monterey County.

3. Coastal Distribution System (CDS) K1 Pipeline Project
The “K1” segment of the CDS which is located along Bluff Road near Jensen Road west of Highway 1 is an 8,000 foot
long segment reaching an area with significant seawater intrusion impact. Designed but not constructed in an earlier
pipeline phase, this project was considered “shovel-ready” which made it ideal for Drought Emergency Funding and the
agency won a grant award of $1.8 million to fund this project. This project will serve 180 acres of prime farmland and
other grower operations with a reliable source of supplemental irrigation water.
Over 25,000 acre feet of supplemental water has been delivered through the CDS system to date as shown in the table
below. Thanks to coastal grower participation this translates into an equivalent reduction in pumping which is providing
relief to our overdrafted basin.

